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MR. SAM GUTTERMAN: I will beginwith a brief overview of the most significant
overalltrends beingaddressed worldwide in the area of life insuranceaccounting. Mr.
Douglas French,a principalof Tillinghastwho previouslywas unit managerof the
firm's Melbourne office, will addressAustraliantrends. Mr. Guy Barker,the chief
actuary for Jackson National Life InsuranceCompany, a subsidiaryof the Prudentialof
the U.K., will focus on U.K. issues. Mr. FemandoTroncoso, a consultingactuary
with the Wyatt Company, providingconsultingservicesto life insuranceand pension
clients in LatinAmerica, will providean overview of the situation in Mexico.

Worldwide, this is a periodof rapid changein accountingpracticesfor life insurance
companies. We in the U.S. and Canadahave been faced with changes, including
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards Board (SFAS) 97, fair-valueand tax
accounting,and risk-basedcapital (RBC) requirements. In some cases the changes
have been radical,and othershave been incremental. The EuropeanCommunity's
(EC's) insuranceaccounting directivesare scheduledfor implementationin 1995. It
seemsthat the accounting professionis continuouslymaking at leastincremental
changesand refinements in its methods and standards. At least in part these are due
to changes in the insuranceproducts. But, in addition, there are changesbeing made
as a result of extemal influences,includingemphasison solvencyand related issuesin
banking and other industries. In some countries,the accountingprofession attempts
to treat life insurancecompaniesas specialcases; in others, they are lumped together
with allothers. The changeshave involvedaccounting presentationsfor the insur-
ance company regulator,policyholder,and investor, althoughmuch of the recent
focus has been aimed at the investor.

The methods used are often complexand diverse, both among countriesand within
countries. At the same time, their use is becoming increasinglyimportant. As
multinationalcompanies will desireto be listed in stock markets in several countries,
they may have to undertakethe task of preparingtheir accounts accordingto the
standardsof more than one country. This complicatesinternalaccountingand
actuarialactivities. Possiblymore important, management may have to operate under
severaldifferent standardsof performancemeasurement. Although there has been a
great deal of effort at harmonizingaccountingmethods, or at least objectives in the
EC, in my opinion,there is little hope to produceinternationalharmonization in this
area inthe foreseeablefuture.
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As the company you work for may be owned or own other companies in foreign
countries, I believe it will be important to understand the methods used in these
countries. If you deal with foreign reinsurance companies, it may be valuable to
recognize the relative degree of conservatism in their balance sheets. In addition, as
our accounting methods in North America continue to be discussed, it will be valuable
to understand the changes being made elsewhere and the reasons for these changes,
to provide a perspective on our own practices and to contribute more effectively to
decisionmaking here.

It will become clear that there is no perfect, single method to account for life insur-
ance companies. There are not only different types of potential users of financial
information, but the environment in which financial information will be presented is
also significant. Different historical experiences, products, investment media, and
relations among the different players have a stake in financial presentations of life
insurance companies.

Although it is generally recognized that the basis for regulatory accounting should
enable the regulator to evaluate the solvency of enterprises, and the basis for general
accepted accounting should provide investors the basis of their evaluations of the fair
value of those enterprises, there has been considerable debate about the merits of
having two separate sets of books or, in some cases, more than two sets. In
Canada, the solution has been to combine the two sets into one. Elsewhere, there
has been an attempt, although in some cases limited, to at least better rationalize the
difference. However, historically speaking, a significant reason for not changing
regulatory accounting values and methods more has been the use of these values as
a basis for tax-authority use.

In many areas, an increasing emphasis has been placed on more realistic values.
Certainly this is the case in Europe. Hidden areas of conservatism have been or are
being eliminated. I have observed that it has been quite difficult for some actuaries to
respond to accounting standards calling for best-estimate assumptions, as funda-
mental actuarial training has prepared most of us to operate in the regulatory account-
ing environment, which calls for relatively conservative approaches or assumptions.

In many countries it has been common to value assets as well as liabilities in a
conservative manner. There exists a movement toward more realistic measure of

both of the areas. In some areas, there has been a periodic debate on the advisability
of using current values as compared with smooth or historical values because of
potential fluctuations in reported operating results. However, current trends indicate a
movement to more realistic or current values. Due to a wide diversity of types of
financial services entities under one umbrella organization, there has been an increased
emphasis on consistency of accounting treatment among them; if not in specifics, at
least in overall principles.

As a result of this move toward more realism, increased focus has been placed on
capital adequacy. Part of this has also been as a result of the worldwide financial
services emphasis on RBC requirements and reporting. In addition to the failure of
several large insurance companies worldwide and a general increase in the competitive
environment, increased concern about solvency has increased the general focus on
capital adequacy.
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Concern about realism of methods and assumptions and about the adequacy of
reserves and capital in the insurance industry has added to actuaries' responsibilities.
Whether as part of the trend toward the assignment of appointed actuaries to
evaluate reserves or surplus adequacy, new accounting methods have thrust upon us
the responsibility of developing reasonable assessments of the future performance of
insurance products. This, by its very nature, involves a whole range of assumptions
not as objectively determined as most previously relied upon regulatory factors. In
general, actuaries worldwide will have to accept an increased level of responsibility in
assessing and measuring the financial condition of the insurance enterprise. In
addition, there will be an increased level of oversight from other professionals.

MR. DOUGLAS A. FRENCH: I have been asked to give an update on the Australian
life insurance accounting situation. Quite simply, insurance accounting in that country
is undergoing fairly rapid change. Discussions for this change began in the late 1980s
and now we are seeing details beginning to emerge. Parliament in that country will
probably begin debating the changes in early 1994; full compliance could be as early
as 1995 or 1996 for insurance companies. Even if you have no interest or no direct
interest in Australia, I think you will find what is proposed to be fairly interesting from
an actuarial perspective.

I want to talk about three specific items. I will review the current financial reporting
regime in Australia to give you a flavor of where we are, then go into the proposed
standards, and then finally discuss some implications for the future based on those
proposed standards.

All life insurance business in Australia falls within the scope of the Federal Life
Insurance Act of 1945. The act has mainly remained unchanged since it was first
introduced. Similar to other countries, the emphasis of the act is on solvency and
requires companies to maintain a strong financial position while allowing them to have
a relatively free hand in running their businesses. The administration of the act is the
responsibility of the Deputy Commissioner of Life Insurance who has three main
tasks. He needs to (1) check statutory returns filed once a year by insurance
companies, (2) examine their financial positions, and (3) investigate certain companies
after examining their financial positions. These three tasks are quite obviously heavily
actuarial and to date all deputy commissioners have been qualified actuaries in
Australia.

The act requires three other items: (1) a yearly report must be produced and filed on
the financial condition of the company, (2) all premium rates need to be approved,
and (3) all distribution of surplus or profit to shareholders or bonuses to policyholders
need to be approved. The appointed actuary in the company is responsible for all
three of these items.

In Australia, similarto the U.K., the concept of the appointed actuary is used. The
act has been written around that concept and recognizesthe importance of actuarial
advice in running a life insurancecompany. Australia follows the statutory-fund
concept, which is similar to a trust fund in the U.S. Assets of the policyholders are
held separate from the assets of the shareholders. Policyholdersof the statutory fund
have first charge on these assets. The act also provides for minimum cash-surrender
values for the productsthat are listed in the act. The deputy commissioner may
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suspend minimum cash-surrender-value payments if he deems the company is in
trouble.

New products such as universal life, obviously, have no mention in the Federal Life
Insurance Act. There is alsono mention of how assetsshould be valued, although
most people have moved to valuingtheir assetson a market-valuebasis. So clearly
there is a need for change. There are new producttypes beingsold in the market.
Assets primarilyhave moved from fixed interest to equitiesor sharesand property.
Finally,there is no presentationof profit in a statutory statement inAustralia.
Accordingto the act, infiling a statement you are only demonstratingthat your
company is solventand that the distributionof surpluscomplieswith the rulesin the
act.

As I mentioned before, the FederalLife InsuranceAct is underreview and new
elements have begunto emerge. Similarto the Canadianmodel, the act will address
both the calculationof profit primarilyfor external reportingpurposesand solvency
reserves for the protectionof the policyholders. Profit will be calculatedon a realistic
basis, which has been calledthe margin-on-servicesmethod.

The Institute of Actuariesof Australia has formulated new professionalstandards,
addressingboth the issues of determining profit and solvency reserves. The proposed
act alsoanticipates broadeningthe legislativeresponsibilitiesof directors,actuaries,
and auditors. Eachcompany will have an auditcommittee and a compliancecommit-
tee in charge of internalcontrols, disclosure,and finally, consumeraffairs. The
appointed actuary's role will be expandedto cover transfersof money between
statutory funds, unit pricing,apportionmentof expensesbetween statutory funds and
the shareholderaccount, and finally, cash-surrandervalues. Assets will now have to
be held at market value and will be subjectto admissibilityrules.

To get an idea of how this is all going to work, I will show you what the liabilityside
of the balance sheet is going to look like.

Assets Liabilities& Reserves

• Total net assets • Policy liabilities

• Solvency reserve

• Capital-adequacyreserve

• Undistributedearnings and/or
unallocatedcapital

We need to define some new terminologybefore we can proceed. The policy liability
is the liabilitythat will be calculated for external profit-reportingpurposesunderthe
margin-on-servicesmethod. The policyliabilitywill allow for some smoothingof profit
emergence and for deferralof acquisitioncosts. The solvency reserve will be added
to the policy liabilityand will be calculatedon a prescriptivebasis. If an insurer lacks
sufficient assetsto meet the solvency reserve, the deputy commissionerwill then be
able to intervene in its businessaffairs. And, finally, the capital-adequacyreservewill
be a reserve that has been added to the solvency reserve, defined as: "A reserve
considered necessary to allow obligations to policyholdersto be met undermore
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adverse circumstances than those considered in determining the solvency reserve and
to make adequate provision for policyholders' reasonable benefit expectations to be
satisfied." It is a bit of mumbo jumbo, but in Australia, similar to the U.K, policy-
holder benefit expectations are taken fairly seriously. Baiting and switching is not
tolerated in these countries; actuaries believe that providing for policyholders" reason-
able benefit expectations is important. Finally, there are undistributed eemings end/or
unallocated capital. In effect, the actuary will perform three valuations each year-end;
some CEOs are calling this the actuarial full-employment act. Actuaries are going to
be in demand and systems are going to need to be written.

Again, earnings or profits will be calculated on the margin-on-services method.
Margin-on-services is an attempt to recognize profits on a life insurance contract as
the services underlying that contract are performed. Briefly, services performed for life
insurance contracts would include advice on sale, the initial administration of the

policy, the insurance of mortality and/or morbidity, investment management, invest-
ment return, and ongoing administration. Profit may be taken on all of these but the
first two; that is, prof_ will not be taken on advice on sale or on the initial administra-
tion services. Margin-on-services is an attempt to report profits on a basis that is
consistent with accounting conventions regarding the matching of income and
expenditure; that is, the cost of services. The intent, although some of the financial
press points to the contrary, is not to artificially smooth profits. However, margin-on-
services may produce smooth profits, depending on the pattern of income and
expenditure in the contract.

Policyliabilitieswill be calculated by usingbest-estimate assumptions,which are
revisited each year. They will be consistentwith the valuationof assets. The
method does not allow for the capitalizationof profits on an assumption change, but
does requirecapitalizationof losses. Assets will be held at market value; there will be
some profit volatility, because changesin market value will be passedthrough the
revenue account or the income statement. This volatility will occur even though
liabilities will be adjusted for this effect.

The policy liability has two components. It consists of a best-estimate liability and a
value for future profit margins. The best-estimete liability is the amount expected to
be required to meet future benefits and expenses for the business in force as of that
valuation date. The calculation takes credit for future premiums and investment
earnings and also makes allowances for future discontinuances and associated
surrenderpayments.

The value of future profit marginsis the presentvalue underbest-estimate assump-
tions of the assumed profit marginsin the contract. Profit marginsare initially
determined by dividingthe expected presentvalue of profit at issue by the present
value of the chosenprofit carder. The standard as It is written defines what a profit
carder is. It may be policycharges,maintenance expenses, investment returns,
premiums, or claims. The profit carder may be chosen by the appointedactuary.
This will make things very interestingbecause, basedon how you choose a profit
carder, the emergence of profit will be affected. If a company wants to conduct a
particularbusinessstrategy, e.g., the senior management wants to raise capital,
significantproblemsfor the appointed actuary could arise if he or she is forced to
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front-end profits. Again, unless the best-estimate assumptions change, assumed
profit margins will remain unchanged during the life of the contract.

In practice, best-estimate assumptions will change from year to year, as will the
assumed profit marginsin the contract. New profit marginsare determined by
equatingthe policyliabilityat the time of review on the old and new assumptions,as
shown in Table 1. If the policyliabilityat the end of the period is $120, at the
beginningof the period it needs to be $120. If your assumptions have improved
such that your best-estimate liabilityhas moved to $90, then when solvingfor the
value of future expected profit, it would move from $20 to $30. This method will be
used for all assumptionsexcept for investment earnings. Inthis case, profit margins
are left unchanged, effectively capitalizingthe effect of the assumptionchange in the
reported liability. This is necessarybecause assetsare reported at market value and
alsoreflect the impact of any change in expectationsabout future interest rates.
Again, the method will not capitalizethe effect of any assumptionchange except
when future losses are anticipated;i.e., you have no more profit left in the contract.
This noncapitalizationis achievedvia the procedurefor resetting profit margins.

TABLE 1

Procedurefor Changeof Assure _tions

Old Assumptions New Assumptions

Best estimate liability $100.00 $90.00

Value of future expected
profit $20.00 $30.00

Assumed profit margin 10% of the value of 15% of the value of
future premiums future premiums

Policyliability $120.00 $120.00

Profit will be defined as the increaseor decreasein assets, less the increaseor

decreasein policy liabilities. The change in market value of assets will go through the
incomestatement or the revenueaccount alongwith the earningson capital and
surplus.

What I have tried to do in Table2 is compare the proposed method with what is
either proposedor used in the U.S., Canada, and the U.K. This shouldgive you an
idea of how the Australianmethod compares with other methods aroundthe world.
Profit recognized on sale is not allowed inAustralia. It may or may not be in the
U.S., depending on the contract. It is partiallyrecognizedin Canada and the U.K.
The lock in of assumptionsis not allowed in Australia;this is similarto the rest of the
world except for FAS 60 inthe U.S. Capitalizationof assumptionchanges are
allowed in the other countries. There may be single or multiple profit carriers. You
may choose more than one in Australia. The U.S. uses either premium or gross
profit. You may have multiple ones in Canada or the U.K. Asset values will be at
market in Australia. In the U.S., FAS 115 seemsto imply that some assets need to
be held at market value, and others need to be held at bookvalue. The Canadians
use what is calledthe smooth bookvalue and the smooth market value for accruals.

There is no realisticreportingmethod inthe world that recognizesa solvency reserve
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or distributable profits. We are currently trying to educate the analysts in the financial
community in Australia on this particular phenomenon. Finally, the discount rate is
the net earned rate for all countries except the U.S.

TABLE 2

Con" )arisenWith Other Realistic Reporting Methods

United States
Australia FAS 60 FAS 97 Canada U.K.

Profit recognized
at sale No Yes/no Yes/no Partially Partially

Lock in of

assumptions No Yes No No No

Capitalization of
assumption
changes No N/A Yes Yes Yes

Single or multiple
profit carriers Either Single Single Multiple Multiple

Book/ Book/ Smooth Smooth
market market book market

Asset values Market value value value value

Allowance for

solvency reserves
and distributable

profits No No No No No

Net Pretax- Pretax- Net Net
earned earned earned earned earned

Discount rate rate rate rate rate rate

The proposals call for a two-tiered approach to the demonstration of solvency. In the
definitions, there is a solvency reserve and a capital-adequacy reserve. The Institute
of Actuaries of Australia is still working on the details of exactly how these will be
calculated. Remember these will be calculated by an appointed actuary. Solvency
reserves will be calculated on the same basis as policy liabilities, but with a prudent
margin added into the assumptions. The minimum value will be the greater of zero or
the surrender value in the contract. Additions will need to be made for acquired
immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) and asset mismatching.

Now the reserve is going to be calculated from a prescriptive basis. It became fairly
evident in the eady days of debating the proposed Federal Life Insurance Act that the
words, Trust me, I'm an actuary, were not going to work with politicians. There is
going to be somewhat of a cookbook approach to develop solvency reserves to keep
the politicians happy, which will also keep the public happy.

Companies that have insufficient assets to meet the statutory minimum will be
subject to regulatory investigation andor judicial management. The capital-adequacy
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reserve will be higher than the statutoryminimum. It will not be publishedor
disclosedto the public, but it will be reportedto the company's board and discussed
in the financialconditionreport, which goesto the board and the regulators. You
only have to calculate a capital-adequacyreservefor the in-forcebusiness. You do
not have to take into account new businessgrowth. Companies that do not meet
their capital-adequacy reserveswill be requiredto producea plan to restorean ade-
quate capitat-edequacyposition. You will not necessarilyhave your new business
suspended. You will just have to have a littlechat with the deputy commissionerto
explain how you are going to rectify the situation. Shareholderdividends will be
suspended if capital-adequacyreserverequirementsare not met. And again, the
calculationof this willdepend on standardsof the Instituteof Actuaries of Australia.

Similarto policyliabilitiesandsolvencyreserves,discountingof future cash flows will
be the technique that will be used to calculate the capital-adequacy reserves. We
hope that by doing this, seniormanagement willbeginto understand exactly what is
on the liabilitysideof the balancesheet; i.e., how actuariescalculatereserves. Most
of the work that has been done is on assetmismatchrisk. Australian companies
have a lot of businesscalledcapital guaranteedbusiness,which in the U.S. is called
book-value or generalaccount business. Fora singlepremium case, you put in
$1,000, you have interest credited to it, and itnever goes below $1,000 and the
interest creditedto it. Now that is fine, but in Australiathis businessis backed with
equitiesand properties. It would not be out of the questionto have a 40 (equi-
ties)/40 direct property/20 fixed interestbackingthese liabilities. This situation could
lead to a problem with asset/liabilitymismatch. In addition,there is a huge potential
for divergenceof the stable liabilities andvolatileasset values. The Australians have
defined the insurer'sabilityto cope with thisdivergenceas "resilience." The Institute
has come up with severalways to enhanceone's resilience. You may acquirestable
assets, use derivativesto stabilizethe assets,sellonlyvariable or unit-linked business,
use terminal bonusesor market-valueadjustments,or hold additional assetsto meet a
specified level of divergencebetween the assetand liabilityvalues. The last method
is the method the Institute is proposing.

The standard defines the basisunderwhich thechange in asset values would be
determined for the resiliencetest. The basisrestson the presumptionthat if equity
dividend or property rental yieldsare st low levels,market valuesare highand vice
versa. The standard then specifiesthe asset/liabilitymatching reservesthat have to
be set up to protect a company against an immediate fall in asset valuesarisingfrom
the following occurrences: a 2.5% increasein the equity dividendyield, 2.0% for
property rental yields, and a 2.5% change in redemptionyields on fixed-interest
investments.

An offset is allowed for any correspondingchangeto policyliabilities. The appointed
actuary is allowed to demonstrate that for certainlines of businessesthese types of
mismatch or resiliencereservesare not needed. The ruleswere developedby using
stochastic asset testing that includeda generalizedcreditingstrategy.

These tests now indicate that higher reservesareneeded than under the current rules.
This has created a lot of debate in the industry. One camp says that these capital-
adequacy reserves will hurt profits and companieswill have to raise money in the
share market. Becauseof these capital-adequacyreserverequirements, life insurance
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companies will be less attractive to investors and people will limit their equity positions
in them. The other side says that these reserves are still too low. They need to be
increased to a level at which fundamental mismatching cannot be done anymore.

What is going to happen in the future? First, because profits have never been shown
in a financial statement in Australia, an insurer will be under greater scrutiny.
Australia's market share is controlled by two insurers, both mutual companies. They
control 50% of the market. Sometimes they have not focused on profit. The
concept is new to them. Also, the financial press likes to talk about insurance
companies quite a bit. These large companies are going to have to deal with the
prospect of losing billions of dollars in a year (which may be a plausible scenario).
Since 1989, the downtown property market in Australia has decreased 45% in value.
These large companies may have had billions of dollars of losses. Due to the property
market downturn, we have to figure out a way of teaching the financial press what
these numbers mean and then assure the public that this does not affect their
reasonable benefit expectations.

Whenever you have increased capital requirements, you start looking at ways to
adjust your product design. Probably there will be more terminal bonuses or market-
value adjustments being included in Australian products. I think there will also be a
big move to variable products, although variable products do sell quite well now.

Finally, the Australians do not use stochastic asset/liability tools like people in the U.S.
do. 1 think, based on the work done so far, insurance companies are starting to
realize that they really have to start investigating this issue. They have to start buying
models and figuring out how to use them. They need to be able to assess their risk
profile versus those of their competition. Therefore, I think in the next five years we
will see a lot of work being done in the stochastic asset/liability area in Australia.

MR. GUY V. BARKER: My perspective is of a British trained actuary with American
experience. I am going to work through the process of the new accounting method
in the U.K. more or less from the point of view of a case study.

NEED FOR A NEW METHOD

I shouldliketo identify first why there is a need for a new method. Forsome years
in Britain it has been generallyrecognizedthat the statutory approachto prot?c
reportingfor long-terminsurancebusiness istoo conservative. The traditional
approachwas based on the annual valuation of a life fund for solvencyand policy-
holderdividendpurposes. These ruleswere not designedfor financialreporting and
muddled profitabilitywith regulatory requirements. Many years ago in the U.S.,
GAAP financialreporting divergedfrom statutoryto reflect earning in a consistent,
income-oriented way. In the U.K., there has been no GAAP.

A more recent trend in Britainhas been to providefurther informationto the invest-
ment community that better reflectsthe true value of life assuranceoperations,
particulady in relationto variable business. This trend has been given impetus by the
growth of bank-owned life assurancecompanies, in which the proprietorsare looking
for an eady justificationfor the establishmentof the business,and the takeover of
Pearl(a top-five company) by AustralianMutual Provident at a pricethat many
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observers believed at the time was too low. Thus, in part at least, this method of
accounting too owed its beginnings to Australia!

Initially, the major means used in the U.K. to provide this supplementary information
was through the publication of embedded values. More recently, the Association of
British Insurers (ABI) issued draft proposals on the accrual method and recommended
that offices might wish to experiment with it for a period. Now almost all quoted life
companies publish either embedded values (sometimes incorporating an embedded-
value profit figure) or accrual profits. Thus the accrual method of accounting, which I
will describe,is not as far developedas the one in Australiathat was just described.
It is experimental It has been codified by the ABI, but it has been primarilypromoted
by a group of insurancecompany accountants with full involvement of the Institute of
Actuaries. It is genuinelyan actuarialand accountancyjoint accountingmethod
intendedto reflect the profitability of a stock-owned company, without regulator or
mutual company needsin mind.

The method was introducedover time and with other input; notably, the need to
positionthe U.K. market in preparationfor the EC account directivesthat will apply in
a few years. In addition, the stock companieshad to work with the industry. The
stock market analysts and their investors had to come up with an accounting method
that would reasonably reflect theirtrue performance on a year-to-year basisand be
reasonablyconsistent with the accountingprinciplesused in manufacturing, industrial,
and other finance sectors. The U.K. industry was at riskof being subject to overseas
takeover.

DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

It is usefulto look quickly at the development history of accrual reportinginthe last
15 months, because a considerablepace and impetus have developed.

The final ABI draft proposalswere issued in July 1992 with the recommendation that
companies could use them for an experimental period. This final version of the draft
proposals was, in fact, the third version to be published, following two earlier consul°
tation periods and considerable mental (and political) activity in both the accounting
and actuarial professions.

The first U.K. companies to publish were Prudential and Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training (BAT), which published their 1991 results restated on the new basis in
November 1992. Both are big companies in Britain but also have notable American
subsidiaries in Jackson National Life and the Farmer's Group, respectively. The
worldwide first for the method, however, was achieved by Sovereign Ufe of New
Zealand. It actually produced results prior to the publication of the final version of the
ABI proposals.

Both Prudential and BAT also published their 1992 results on the accrual basis; in the
case of BAT with its preliminary results, and in Prudential's case, some two months
after the preliminary results. This year Prudential's accrual results will be included in
the preliminary announcement.

As you can see, a great deal has happened since the ABI proposals were issued. The
method is now becoming part of Prudential's mainstream financial reporting.
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METHODOLOGY

The details of the methodology and the results are very similar to what is occurring in
Australia. However, its presentation is very different. The process examines each
line of business to determine applicable profit margins and determine what part of
these margins in the U.K. context should be reflected in the balance sheet at the
reporting date as opposed to being allowed to emerge over time.

Use of a modeling process is necessary. There is no factor-based approach that can
be used. There is no inspection of the statutory accounts or simple asset values or
liability values that can be used in this approach.

The accrual method is based on a projection forward of cash flows, and in this
respect is very similar to the embedded-value approach with which I assume you are
already familiar. In practice, for most companies both methods require a robust model
office to be in place, although a policy-by-policy calculation is theoretically feasible.
We, like most companies, had been carrying out embedded-value calculations for the
purposes of internal management for some years, and model offices were in place for
all material operations. I should make clear here that I define an immaterial operation
in the actuarial sense; that is to say much smaller than the accountants' equivalent!

Both the embedded-value and the accrual methods require choices to be made
regarding a number of assumptions. Perhaps the most subjective are those relating to
future investment returns and spreads.

Outside the U.S. these were determined for all the territories in which our parent
operates by building up long-term returns from expected inflation rates and real returns
on the various asset classes. It is, of course, essential to be able to rationalize
differences in returns for different countries. Following on from these investment
returns, they were able to set consistent rates of dividend, generally running down
over a period of years from current levels to those supported at the assumed returns.

Wrthin the U.S., a parallel review took place, focusing on the spreads expected to be
available during the period of projection and taking a margin to anticipate the effect of
C-3 variability. Considerable modeling was necessary beforehand, involving multiple
scenarios, so that a simple, workable surrogate for C-3 could be incorporated in the
spreads.

There was a need, as in any embedded-value process, to conduct sensit'Mty tests in
cash-flow-valuation modeling to determine the assumptions. In embedded-value
work, best-estimate assumptions are generally appropriate. In accrual work, this is
not the case, and margins - prudent and planned - are explicitly built into the
process.

Insurance accounts necessarily need to be prudent as well as realistic. Every factor
that goes into the basis of the company's operation needs to have a margin set for
prudence. This is particularly the case in modeling, for an interest-sensitive, single-
premium deferred annuity and the spread assumption in particular. It would be
imprudent to assume that the full current spread could be obtained forever in all
circumstances. A margin needs to be set that reflects an offset for future adverse
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circumstances; for example, for the occasional years when one needs to subsidize
credited rates in order to not lose policies through additional lapses.

Prudent assumptions for the other projection parameters - expenses, mortality,
morbidity, and persistency - are most naturally determined by using an average of
experience over, say, the last three years. The treatment of exceptional expenses
was a matter of some debate as was the appropriate level for persistency rates, given
that these tend to vary with the economic cycle. A less optimistic approach to these
two items was deemed appropriate for prof,-reporting purposes as compared with
internal embedded-value calculations.

In addition to these projection parameters, a number of other decisions had to be
taken for prof,-reporting purposes that would not apply to an internal embedded-value
calculation. An asset-smoothing policy was deemed desirable for equity and property
assets to reduce the otherwise extreme volatility in the results that fluctuations in
investment returns would produce. In our company, this was considered necessary
only to the extent that asset valuation reserve (AVR), investment management
reserve (IMR) mapping is required.

Planned margins had to be set, and this is a requirement unique to accrual reporting in
the U.K. (though there are some parallels with FAS 60 recognition of acquisition costs
under GAAP). Such margins are constructed to provide for appropriate profits to
emerge, in the opinion of the company and as agreed to by its auditors, as being true
and fair and reflecting the profit of the company's operation.

Our approach involved looking at new business profits, both with and without
planned margins, and looking at the sensitivities of new business, the overall profits,
and the shareholders' accrued interest to changes in these margins. In practice, the
overall profits are relatively insensitive to small changes in planned margins, although
this is not a balance sheet item for retained prof, s.

This still leaves a balance of margins to be taken and capitalized as a profit element.
This is reflected in the balance sheet as an asset. There is, in fact, a balance sheet
credit for that part of the future profits related to margins regardedas implicitin the
operationsof the business. Thus, a significantasset can appearon the balancesheet
of a company underthe accrual method, known as the shareholders'investment in
the underlyingpolicyholders'funds.

I have mentioned two types of margins. I alsoneed to mention how new businessis
treated. A significantdifferencebetween U.K. accrualand U.S. GAAP is that credit
may be taken at the time of sale for a portionof future profits; in fact, for allprofits
not requiredby either prudent or planned margins. Subject to the auditor'sscrutiny, it
is up to the company to determinethe marginsand, implicitlythe proportionalcredit
that is permitted for a policyto be recognizedat the point of sale, asopposed to over
the duration of the policy.

The current viewpoint of the U.K. market is that it is a very profitableinsurance
market and that it is not at all inappropriatethat profit marginsbe shown as net profit
at the time of sale. One of the major problemswith Britishstatutory accountingwas
that new business,implicitly highlyprof_ableover the long term, appearedas loss
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making. One of the explicit intents of accrual methodology is to show profitable
business as generating profits.

PROCESS

I shouldnow liketo turn to the managementof the accrualprocess. Clearly,a major
change in practice, such as the implementationof accrualsreporting,requiresa
significantinvestment of time, most notably by the actuarialfunctionbut alsoby the
finance function and by seniormanagement. This work can divert resourcesfrom
other activities, but if maximum benefit is to be obtained, there is no point in treating
it purelyas a complianceexercisethat can be delegated to the long-sufferingactuaries
who can be reliedon to grind out the numbers.

The processnecessarilyinvolvesdual disciplines. Accountantsand actuaries have to
interact to a strongdegree. Actuaries understandthe mechanicsof margin release
and accountantsthe conventionsof externalfinancialreporting. The majority of the
work involved in producingaccrual resultsis actuariallybased, but there is a need for
the finance function to work closelywith the actuaries. This would initiallycover: (1)
setting assumptions and planned marginsand preparingdetailed guidancenotes; (2)
ensuring that appropriatesystems and reportingproceduresbe established;(3)
decidingon appropriateasset recognitionrules; and (4) reviewing the final output. In
subsequentyears there is alsothe need to considerthe financialimpact of changes in
assumptionsand whether changes are desirablein the lightof the relevant experience.

The education processthat has resultedfrom this interactionhas been of benefit to
both professions. The process has led to significantimprovementsin monitoring and
reporting. A lot of knowledgehas been gained. Those peoplewho are familiarwith
GAAP will be aware of how the GAAP resultscan be usedto give a more meaningful
financialanalysisof the company than statutory. You can appreciatehow much
more meaningfulthat analysiscan be if you have actually reflectedallpolicyholderand
asset behaviorthat can vary and have marginson them. So there is an intense
insightinto the businessin a microsense, which has come from preparingfinancial
statements by usingthe accrual method.

OUTSIDE RECEPTION

Let me now turn to the outside reception of accrual reporting. I believethat our
accrual resultshave been well received by the investor community. As a prime
initiator of the new method, my parent company didgo to some lengthsto communi-
cate the resultsto the investoraudience. There was some confusionamong indivi-
dual shareholders,but this is not unexpected, given the complexityof the subject.
There is, of course, the need to emphasizeto shareholdersthe nondistributablenature
of the additionalearnings,because they otherwise might expect a large increasein the
dividend as a result of the higherreported profits.

The press reactionwas mixed, with some newspapersclearly seeingthe increased
profits as "creative accounting," rather than more meaningfulreportingof our perfor-
mance. This is perhapsunavoidableuntil the method becomes generallyaccepted
and is used by more companies.

One interestingpointis that the publicationof accrual informationdoes highlightthe
deficienciesof the statutory basisin reportingto shareholders. Under accrual we can
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relate changes in reported profitsto particular events and actions occurring during the
year. On the other hand, by using the statutory basis for much of our business, there
is very little one can add by way of commentary on profrts that may largely reflect
business performance from many years ago and the impact of the British dividend-
smoothing policy.

The more favorable financial position shown on the accrual basis has been helpful in
dealing with debt rating agencies in the U.K. and also in discussing with the London
Stock Exchange how it can be used in the class tests that determine the procedures
to be followed on major transactions. In this latter connection, life offices are
currently disadvantaged compared to other types of companies, including composite
insurers, because of the low ratio of reported shareholders' assets to market
capitalization.

The reaction of stock market analysts has been very favorable. The figures appear to
have been regarded as meaningful and helpful, and it is good to see that they have
not attempted to find flaws in the method.

Naturally they welcome the additional information, but of course they are keen to get
even more, particularly on underlying assumptions. The analysts have, of course,
developed their own models and by using the new business figures announced in
advance of the results, they attempt to estimate the profits. Changes in certain
assumptions in the 1992 results upset a number of analysts, and there is clearly a
need for more education in this area and perhaps for more employment of actuaries.

The entire U.K. industry agrees there is a need for change in the stock-reporting
methods. There is strong opinion in favor of using embedded values, introduced as a
supplement to many companies' accounts in recent years.

In considering differences between embedded value and accrual, we should bear in
mind that the embedded-value methodology was developed for not for profit reporting
and the assessment of business performance, but for premium rating and the
valuation of life businesses. Such method is balance sheet oriented and the termi-

nology is actuarially based.

The accrual method on the other hand was designed purely for profit reporting and
intentionally uses conventional accounting principles and language. It is, therefore,
more familiar to many business managers and to the investor community. It has
been documented as a draft accounting standard.

The bases of calculation under the two methods reflect the differing purposes for
which they were developed. The embedded-value method requires future cash flows
to be discounted using a risk discount rate, an approach that has no parallels in U.K.
financial reporting. On the other hand, accrual allows for risk systematically by
building factors (known as planned margins) into the assumptions made for each item
of future income and expenditure. Under accrual, risk factors can be more readily
tailored to particular businesses or products. Having built these risk factors into the
projections, the profits emerging under accrual can be expressed in terms of profits
earned on risks borne and work done in the year.
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Under the embedded-value method, much of the profit emerging comprises the
unwind of the risk discount rate. It is much more difficult to express this in terms of
business performance during the year. Once familiarity has been established with the
method; accrual gives both analysts and investors better information to monitor
operating performance. The superiority of accrual in this respect is of significant
benefit not only for internal monitoring of performance but also for intemal and
external communication of the results.

SUMMARY

In summary, I believethere is widespreadacceptance of the need for change in
financial reportingby listedlife companies. The implementation of the Insurance
Accounts Directive in 1995 presentsan idealopportunityto bringthis about.

It is in the interestsof these companiesthat a common approach to reporting be
developedthat measurescurrent ratherthan past performance. This will improve
internal monitoring of businessperformance and will assist in the communicationof
progressto the investment community. This will be essential inthe tougher business
environment that is now emerging.

Both embedded value and accrual reflect currentperformance, v_r_hinmy parent
group we have prepared both embedded valuesand accrual results. On balance I am
convinced that accrual is the best way forward for profit reporting.

The method is however stillexperimental;other companieswith othersolutions for
external reporting,notably embedded values, need to convert before there is wide-
spreadacceptance. It is possiblethat the processof weaning may leadto changes
and compromise. I hope and believethat such changes will leavethe accrual method
close to what I have described.

MR. FERNANDOJ. TRONCOSO: The Mexican insuranceindustry,as well as its
economy, is going through significantchanges. One of the most relevant facts to
keep in mind is that the Mexican insurancemarket has been closed to foreign
investment for many decades.

Those of you who have conducted businessin Mexico have observed that, by and
large, the Mexican businessenvironment has many similaritiesto that of the U.S.,
however, there are also many differencesin the methods of conducting business.

Within the last 12 years, during the last two governments,we have observed
tremendous changes in Mexico. A littlemore than 12 years ago, the banking
institutions were nationalized. Recently,these same institutionswere changed back
to the private sector. This change, and in particularthe short periodof time in which
it was accomplished, is remarkable.

I will discuss what is happening in Mexico both inthe insuranceand benefits area.
One reason I will discuss the benefits area is because insurancecompaniesare very
much involved in pensions.

I would like to compare my presentationabout the insuranceindustry in Mexico to a
pot of boilingwater. As the water beginsto warm up, you see bubblesrisingto the
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top, Well, we are going to discuss those "bubbles" that have surfaced to the public.
I have arranged my presentation on issues with respect to the assets, liabilities, and
capital of insurance companies.

There is a lot of activity within the industry. What are the authorities, the actuaries,
and the accountants doing on those issues mentioned earlier?

To begin, it would be useful to understand the regulatory structure in Mexico with
respect to insurance. The National Commission of Insurance and Bonds, which
oversees the insurance industry, reports to the Secretary of the Treasury. As an
example of the changes occurring in government, in the past insurance companies
intending to sell a new insurance product would have to file such product with the
Commission and wait until the Commission approved the product.

This rule has now changed. Insurance companies only need to register the new
product with the Commission. If within 30 days they do not hear from the Commis-
sion, the product is deemed approved. If the Commission were to require changes,
the insurance company would just have to comply with the changes requested. This
is indeed a big change from previous practice.

In Mexico, casualty and life insurance business can be written by the same insurance
company. There are no monoline (life or casualty only) insurance companies. There
may be companies that, even though they have the license to write both lines, may
decide to concentrate only on life or casualty business. In Mexico there are only 39
insurance companies licensed. At one time there were 50 licenses. This decrease
resulted from a number of mergers and acquisitions.

LIABILITIES
What are the current issuesof interest on the liabilitysideof the balance sheet? To
begin, actuanalvaluations have to be carded out on an annual basis. Currently, there
is no such thing as an appointedactuary. If you are a qualifiedactuary, for which
you have to fuffillseveral requirements,you can signthe annual statement, provided
the insurance company hiresyou in the capacityeither as an internal actuary or as a
consultant.

Taxes are based on the statutory valuation. Currently, the statutory basis uses
methods that are similar to those used in the U.S. or Canada. The concept used in
Mexico is the Zillmer Method, which recognizes expenses up front. Several methods
follow this concept, including, among others, the commissioners reserve valuation
method (CRVM), full preliminary term, etc. A special method used for valuing
endowment policies is called the Mexican modified valuation method.

Recently, there have been a few acquisitions of Mexican insurance companies by
foreign companies, particularly from North America. _r_h new owners, new concepts
have arisen. One of those concepts is valuation under GAAP. This type of valuation,
recently known only in theory to Mexican companies, has created a bit of interest. It
currently remains more as a curiosity than something that will be carried out in the
near future.
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I have had some conversations with people at Mexican insurance companies in which
they have asked what GAAP is and wonder if ever it will be implemented in Mexico.
There are many issues yet to be resolved in this area. We must keep in mind that
Mexico may not simply copy U.S. GAAP, as the accountants will have a say in what
the accounting principles will be in such a valuation. Thus, there is still a lot to be
discussed before any GAAP valuations are made mandatory in Mexico.

One thing that is mandatory in Mexico is that the annual statutoryactuarialvaluation
has to be audited by an independent, external actuary who cannot be an employee of
the company. Another interesting item currently under analysis is the whole area of
incurred but not reported (IBNR) reserves.

ASSETS

There are several issuesfor life insurancecompanies on the asset side. First, the
annual valuationof assets is conductedby the financialofficer. Investment compa-
niesprovide information regardingthe assets involved, such as investmentsand real
estate. But the financialofficer of the company is responsiblefor reportingthe
amounts to be shown on the annualstatement.

The investment portfolioof a Mexican insurancecompany has to be valued monthly.
Realestate and other fixed assats have to be valued once a year. Stocks, bonds,
mortgages, and other types of investments that are traded on the market have to be
valued every month. Both market and book value are used for valuation purposes,
depending on the type of asset valued. Limited regulation exists that indicates how
to value a particular asset. Currently, most of the assets in an annual statement are
reported on a market-value basis.

As in the U.S., the actuary in Mexico has not yet been actively involved with the
asset side of the balance sheet in an insurance company.

I have participated in discussions involving the American, Canadian, and Mexican
actuarial organizations regarding the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
treaty. One of the things that became clear to the American and Canadiancounter-
parts was that in Mexico, actuaries have been working for many years in many
industries other than pensions and insurance. Many actuaries work in investment
brokerage firms and elsewhere dealing with investments; however, as stated earlier,
the Mexican actuary has not been involved with the valuation of assets of life
insurance companies.

An audit must be performed annually by an extemal accountant. It has been reported
that accountants have often made comments on the actuarial valuation. These
comments have been directed at beth the internal as well as the external actuarial

valuation. Some insurance companies have raised the question of why the govern-
ment requires an external actuarial audit if, on top of that, the insurance company is
going to have to pay an accountant to review what has been done.

During the 1980s, Mexico suffered very high levels of inflation, sometimes above
100% per year. This is nothing compared with Brazil,Argentina, or Peru, which have
experienced inflation of up to 17,000% in a particular year. When you have this type
of problem, life insurance has only two options. Either it disappears, like in Brazil,
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where there is only monthly renewable term, or you create a permanent product that
is linked to inflation. In Mexico the latter happened. Many products with investment
options were developed by insurance companies. The higher interest rates available in
the financial markets made it possible for insurers to provide investment-linked options
in traditional forms of life insurance.

The banking, insurance, and security investment authorities are three separate entities.
Recently, they got together to discuss several issues of common interest. They are
trying to create some general guidelines or rules regarding how assets should be
valued and for whose interest. For example, if you are investing in stocks in Mexico,
you may have to use a different method to value the stock, depending on whether
you are an insurance company, a banking institution, or a security investment type of
company. They are going to try to set some rules that may be common to the three
government institutions.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

Regardingcapital and surplus,currently the biggest issueis solvencymargin require-
ments and what constitutes minimum requiredcapital. Each line of business(life,
health, automobile, fire, etc.) has to be tested quarterlyto determineif it has the
minimum level of capital needed to continuedoing business. For example, the
formula for minimum capital for life businessrequiresyou to considerthe amount of
insuranceat risk, net of reinsurance,premium income, and reserves,in additionto
certain other elements. If you alsowrite automobile insurance,you then conduct a
different test for automobileinsurance,which is completelyindependentfrom the life
test, and obtain another minimum capital amount. The summation of all the mini-
mum capital amounts will give you the aggregate minimumcapitalat any quarter.

Untit recently, there was a law in Mexico that practicallyprohibitedany foreign
investment in Mexican insurancecompanies. The law now has changed so that
during 1993 a foreigncorporationmay own up to 49% of a Mexican insurance
company. However, under the NAFTA agreementthe practicalpercentagethat has
been used is 30%. A few foreigncompaniesfrom the U.S. and Europehave
purchasedstock in Mexican companiesas soleproprietorsor in a joint venture.

Once NAFTA comes into effect, even more foreignownershipof insurancecompa-
nies will be permitted. There is a schedule in which the 30% that is used as a limit
will be raised gradually, ending in the year 2000 in which 100% foreign ownership of
Mexican insurance companies will be permitted.

BENEFITS

I will now brieflydescribepensionaccountingissues. Pensionvaluationsare reported
directlyto the Secretary of the Treasury. An annual valuationfor pension plans is
mandatory. Different actuarialcost methods are often used by pensionactuaries.
The contributionsare fully deductiblefor incometax purposes. Note that there is no
full-fundinglimitationin Mexico.

The annual valuationof assetshas to be done by a trustee at either market or book
value. The fundingvehiclescan be a trust fund or a deposit administrationcontract.
Book reservesstill exist in Mexico.
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The Commission of Auditing and Procedures has developed guidance as to how to
account for pension costs. This guidance has been published under Bulletin D-3 by
the Institute of Accountants. This procedure will apply beginning January 1, 1993.

This publication determines the way in which pension plan liabilities will be established
under Mexican accounting practices. The methodology of this publication is very
similar to the one established by the FASB in its Statement 87.

MR. GUTTERMAN: It is clear that there is no one uniform track that all the countries

in the world are following in life insurance accounting. However, the questions that
are being asked are very similar. I hope we can learn from the experiences of others
and improve our own methods by learning about those of others.

MR. ALLAN BRENDER: I would like to mention one item that may be of interest.
This is the development in Canada of the cash-flow valuation method. Under this
method, we ask, from basic principles, whet is the policy liability? The textbook
answer is that the policy liability is that collection of assets that, in addition to future
premiums, you need to run off the business. We are planning to introduce this
method for annuities in 1994. The method assumes you have segmented your
assets so that you can say exactly which assets are available for the policy liability.
You have to assume an investment policy for new cash flows and then project cash
flows out to the time of the last payment under the policy, whenever that is.
Actually, this is done on a portfolio basis and is not done for individual policies. Initial
surplus is then adjusted so that the final surplus at the time of the last product cash
flow is zero. You then have exactly the assets needed to run off that business. You
must carry out this process for a variety of scenarios of future interest rates in order
to put in a proper provision for adverse deviations. There are technical problems
involved in deciding how to generate future scenarios and exactly whet the extreme
scenario is that must be covered. When you are done, you have a physical collection
of assets. If you are doing market-value accounting, the policy liability is the market
value of these assets. If you are doing book-value accounting, the reserve is the book
value of these assets. Whet is important is that we have a portfolio reserve but no
reserves for individual policies. I know of at least one company that is currently using
this method to value all its life insurance and annuity business. I personally think
cash-flow methods are the wave of the future and take you most of the way to
dynamic solvency testing (DST).

FROM THE FLOOR: In Australia, are the assumptions revised annually or revisited
annually?

MR. FRENCH: Revisited annually and revised if appropriate.

MR. ROBERT J. JOHANSEN: For an English insurance company, is 10% of earnings
still permitted as the limit for profr(s to the company's shareholders?

MR. BARKER: Yes, in the core part of the business the profr(s that may go to the
shareholders is 10% of the profits as defined on the statutory basis.

MR. JOHANSEN: I am the chairman of an SOA project oversight group on modeling.
We are including in our survey of methods a look at econometric series and the
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relationships among them, including correlations, lag correlations, etc., with the hope
that these can be applied to the modeling of the insurance company solvency.

MR. MARC SLUTZKY: I spent several years in Tokyo with a Japanese life insurance
company that was owned by a U.S. company. Japanese standards tend to be very
conservative. I was interested in your comments on the problems of a company in
one country that is owned by a foreign company, such as a U.S. subsidiary of a U.K.
company. What methods would the parent company look for the subsidiary to use?

MR. BARKER: Our parent looks at all its subsidiariesworldwide on a U.K. basis for
financial reporting purposes. Local sovereignty reporting tends to reflect local statu-
tory reporting. So it has a global and local element. The accrual method will be
applied worldwide on a consolidated basis to be reported to the London Stock
Exchange. It will thus trickle down to subsidiaries so they must report on a similar
basis. BAT, also headquartered in the U.K. with worldwide interests, is adopting a
similar approach. Adopt the financial reporting standards of the company in which
your shareholders can buy into.

MR. GUTTERMAN: This practice may vary over time. For example, one company is
planning to institute U.S. GAAP reporting worldwide even though the parent is not a
U.S. corporation, it may turn out to be an interesting world, comparing results on
alternative accounting bases.
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